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River Pairs Open 

With heavy rain expected on the nights of the preceding Friday and Saturday a 

pitch inspection was carried out at Parrett Works with Kingsbury Drove already 

out of the frame due to the hatches being pulled at Thorney Mill resulting in an 

unacceptably low level. The state of the river at Parrett Works Bridge on the 

Friday afternoon was already unfit and with the further rain expected a last 

minute call to the England family and Mark Ragless secured us a fall back 

venue at Thorney Lakes. As it should have been a river event the decision was 

taken to make it a silvers only competition.  

As always a good majority breakfasted at Ilminster Bowling Club and then in 

torrential rain we drove to Thorney. To say the journey was uneventful would 

be a lie as the roads were more akin to rivers but thankfully we all arrived 

safely and within minutes of the draw the sun came out. Each half of a pair was 

to fish in separate sections with section winners taking 1 point, 2nd 2 points and 

so on. The pair with the lowest points would be the winners; in the event of a 

tie combined weight would decide. 

Full Results; 

1. Terence Morgan/Jamie Rich  4 points  (19.14) 

2. Chris White/Cliff Gaylard  4 points  (18.09) 

3. Derek Goad/Wayne Cooper  8 points  (4.13) 

4. Neil Purchase/Nick Payne  9 points  (8.02) 

5. Chris Norton/Danny Blunn  9 points  (6.12) 

6. Robin Cox/Phil Denslow  10 points  (4.03) 

7. Ian Burton/Steve Parker  12 points  (3.08) 

Terry and Jamie and Chris and Cliff tied on points but with a 1lbs 5oz 

advantage Terry and Jamie took the top spot. The fishing in general was good 

considering the early conditions with some quality Bream being taken, 

particularly by Jamie who bagged three 4lb plus slabs. The carp also provided 
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some entertainment for a lot of us and had it not been for the silvers only 

criteria some good overall weights would have been returned. Well done to 

those who stuck it out on the less performing pegs and thanks to all who 

braved the early morning weather and in supporting the club. Finally we would 

very much like to thank the England family and Mark for opening up the lakes 

at such short notice allowing us to hold the event. Tightlines. 

 


